
Clarence Heyward (Studio 215a), one of Artspace’s 2021 Emerging Artists in Residence, creates thought-provoking 
images of those who are often not represented or misrepresented in fine art through painting, collage, and drawing. 
Many of his recent works are portraits that explore identity and tell stories through symbolism.
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SYMBOLISM, IDENTITY + STORYTELLING
LOOK + LEARN

Clarence Heyward is a painter and 
collagist born and raised in Brooklyn, NY. 
Clarence’s work is a visual narrative of 
faces and figures who are often dismissed 
in the realm of fine art. Much of his work 
is inspired by the many facets of African 
American culture. It is a combination of 
portraiture, graphic design, and “soul.”  
He often embeds text into his paintings 
creating a direct dialogue with the viewer, 
preserving a narrative that continues into 
future generations.

Clarence’s work has been heavily influenced and 
inspired by the work of artist Barkley L. Hendricks 
(1945—2017), a contemporary American painter 
and photographer. Hendricks’ realistic oil portraits 
of Black Americans captured the subject’s personality 
and style through attention to detail, vivid color, and 
a striking gaze. 

•  Who do you see missing or underrepresented in art? 

•  What symbols can express aspects about who you are? Your personality, interests, family? 

•  How do you think portraying these symbols through art can change people’s perceptions? 

Artist Inspiration

Questions to Consider

Get to know Clarence Heyward and more about the meaning behind his work in this IGTV Artist 
Talk with Director of Artistic Programs, Annah Lee!

View more of Clarence Heyward’s work on his website and on Instagram @clarenceheywardart. 
You can stop by Clarence’s Studio 215a on Fridays and Saturdays from 11am–5pm or make an 
appointment!
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Take a closer look at the works below, then compare and contrast these paintings 
by Hendricks and Heyward.

Brenda P, Oil on canvas, 1974 / Barkley Hendricks

Renee, Acrylic on Canvas, 2019 / Clarence Heyward

•  What do you see in this painting? List as many visual details as you can:

•  How would you describe the woman in the painting, Brenda P? What details from the list above 
     support your description?

•  List all of the similarities and differences between Hendricks’ Brenda P and Heyward’s Renee. 

•  What symbols and visual cues is each artist using to tell a story about the figure? 

•  Create a dialogue between these two figures: 

•  What do you see in this painting? List as many visual details as you can:

•  How would you describe the woman in the painting, Renee? What details from the list above 
    support your description?


